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ABSTRACT
In Part I, the construciior, of unimodular quadratic 
forms (i.e. forms having an integral matrix of determinant 





nwhere V is a skew orthogonal matrix of order m = /? , I 
is the identity matrix of order m, and a,b,c,d e Z . The 
main result of Chapter I shows that, for n =16, four of the 
eight possible classes are represented: the sum of 16 
squares and the three classes of minimum 2. In Chapter IT, 
the forms (1) are studied by means of their connection with 
binary Hermitian forms. An equivalence criterion for the 
latter, analogous to the familiar Gauss criterion for binary 
quadratic forms given by L. E. Dickson, is established. Then 
a procedure is described by which the coefficients of such 
a form are minimized, with an eye toward classification. The 
results are applied to the case n = 24, with V a skew 
orthogonal matrix of order 12 satisfying W '  = 111. In 
particular for the quadratic residue matrix of Paley, we show 
that five classes (under proper or improper equivalence of
M n a r y  Hermit ian forms) are represent ed, including the' 
two of minima 3 and 4̂, respectively.
In Part II, factorable ternary cubic forms an* viewed
as norm, forms of 3-dimension si modules in tr.e /-algebra
A = Z © Z © Z. Ar, order is defined to be a 3-dimorsi. >nal
subring of A with identity. In Chapter III a bi-unique
correspondence between the set of orders of determinant 
al akn = p, . . . p, (p. distinct primes) and the set of -L K  1
collections of orders of respective determinants 
a ip , i = l,...,k, is established. The association is by 
means of left Hermite matrix divisors, which also serve in 
Chapter IV to give a similar correspondence among invertible 




UNIMODULAR QUADRATIC FORMS VIA SKEW ORTHOGONAL MACRO CEO
CHAPTER I 
FORMS IN n VARIABLES, n < 16
I. Introduction. An n-ary quadratic form will be called 
unimodular if it is positive definite and has an integral
matrix of determinant 1. The prime example is the form
2 2f = X-. +  . . . +  X , a sum of n squares. Recently, there has n 1 n * ^
been some interest in studying the classes of such forms, 
with particular interest in those classes ha/ing minimum 
larger than 1. In [6], Kneser counted the number of classes 
in n variables for n < 16 . In particular, he showed that, 
for n = l 6 ,  there are eight classes, five of minimum 1 and 
three of minimum 2. Beyond n =16, the number of classes
Q
increases very rapidly (there are more than 10 for n = 32, 
according to Conway [7]) and the study becomes correspondingly 
difficult. In this chapter we present a method by which 
certain families of classes may be constructed and even 
studied in some measure as if they were binary forms. The 
families so constructed consist mainly of classes of higher 
minimum. The technique derives from an idea used by Pall 
and O'Connor in [5] to construct the first known unimodular 
form of minimum 3 (in 2h variables). It will turn out that,
1
for n < .1 f<, our construction yields precisely f and 
all forms of minimum greater than 1 .
II. The Construction. All matrices in Chapter 1 are
An m x m matrix V 
2
integral.
it satisfies W ' =  -V 
called the norm of V
ki for some positive integer k ,
It is well-known that such matrice:
exist only for n even and subject to the necessary 
condition that n = 0 (mod 7) unless k is a square. Pnley 
in [8] gave an important class of these matrices: if p is
a prime h 3(mod l̂), there is a skew orthogonal matrix of 
order p + 1 and norm p , defined by 
a ) a . . = 0’ li
b) a.j = 1 , j > 1
c) a. . = |^- 1 | ^or j > i > 1* where [ a I denotes
1J \ p / H
the Legendre symbol, and
d > aij = -aji for J < 1
In this chapter we use the Paley matrices for p = 3 and 
p = 7- They are
1)
P =

























-1 1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 0 1 1 -1 1
mJ -1 1 -1 -1 0 1 1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 0 1 1
-1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 0 1
-1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 0
An important feature of a skew orthogonal matrix V 
of norm k is that a matrix of the type A - cl + dV (whore 
e and d are Integers .md 1 is the identity of the name 
order as V ) in orthogonal of norm c‘‘ aka' , i.e.
O pAA' - (c'- + kd )I . As will be seen below, it in tnin 
property that makes our construction work.
Now let V be as above, let a,b,c,a be integers and 
let n = 2m (m is the order of V). We construct an 
n x n symmetric matrix
(?) f y (a , b , c , d
al cl+dV
cl-dV bl
where all blocks are of order m . This is therefore the 
matrix of an n-ary quadratic form f , which we henceforth 
use interchangeably with its matrix, settin g f = fy (a,b,c,d).
We prove the following lemmas about the forms 
f-y (a, b , c , d ).
LEMMA 1 : The form fy(a,b,c,d) is unimodular if and only if
(3) a > 0 and ab = c ^ + k d ^  + l .










he" fn becomes (using (S) for the second equality)
a2I a(cl+dV) al cl+dV
T'T = = a - af ,
a ( d - d V )  c^+kd'Pl cl-dV bl
where now clearly f has an integral matrix of determinant 
1 . Also, since f is positive definite and af is a
transformation of fn a > 0 implies that af is positive
definite. Thus f is positive definite.
Conversely, if f is unimodular, since all blocks in
p p mthe matrix (2) commute, we have that (ab-c -kd ) = 1 .  Thus







-bl c It dV
cl-dV -al
a contradiction to the positive character of f .//
LEMMA 2 : If fy (a,b,c,d) is unimodular, then
f v (a , b , c , d ) ~ f v (a , b , | c | , | d | ) ~  f y (b , a , | c |, | d | ) .










-cl+dV al * "a I cl+dV
bl -cl-dV cl-dV b!_
Second equivalence:
r-bl cl+dV' rai cl+dV
L-cl+dV al„ LcI-dV bl
■cl-dV b.x  ̂ ral -e^+dV :






In view of Lemma 2, we note we may assume in 
fy(a,b,c,d) that 0 <, c,d and a £  b . Note also that by 
applying one or more translations
O )  Tk =
’i kl" ~i JV
_0 I
i aj _o I
we may secure 
(8) 0 < c,d < V s a  < 1/21o
Henceforth, unless otherwise specified, it will be supposed 
that every form fy(a,b,c,d) satisfies (3) and (5).
Note that for n = 8, the matrix P of (1) yields the 
21 P
form B = which, since all its coefficients are
_-P 21
even, has minimum 2 . It is well-known that no unimodular
form in fewer than eight variables has minimum 2, and that
tliere are precisely two classes of unimodular forms i.n
eight variables, represent ed by fg and B. Similar
results can be obtai n e d with our construct ion for the
three classes in n = 12 variable s using sue s acv.' or' no. ‘ m J Ct _u
matrix .
0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 -1 0 1
W - 1 1 0 0 I—1 1f—1 1 •
1 -1 0 0 1 -1
1 0 -1 1 0 1
0 -1 1 1 -! 0_
3 . The case n _ voli—1 The first non-trivial case is that of
16 variables. We show in Theorem 1 that, in addition to the
class of our construction using the Paley matrices
(1) yields exactly the classes of minimum 2. The heart of 
the proof is
LEMMA 3 (Reduction): Let Q be the Paley matrix of (1).
If a unimodular form f = f (a,b,c,d) satisfies (5) and if 
d > 2, then one of the expressions 3a + 2b-l4d, 
ha + 4b - 3c - 21d is strictly negative.
PROOF: Case 1
Let a - rd, b
If c <_ /2d, we show 3a + 2b- 14d < 0 .
sa, where r > 2, s > 1. Then b = srd
We observe r < 3: for if r > 3* then
,2 29d'~ < a" <: ab = c2 + 7d2 + 1 < 2^d /4 + 1 , but this is
Impossible sir.ee d > 2. Note' also that, since
° 2 p.,pi2, 2 1 rvsr' d^ = ab < 'i -i 1, we have sr v_ /2
Thus if lid jx fa +• °b, then lid o 3rd + 2srd or
o o1- r < 3r" + 2sr' £  3r'' + • Tn.us or"' - 1- r - I;;, £  - .
Blit since the seres of 3r‘ - li r -f 13 are at r = v • o c a  
r - 3, and since 2 £  r < 3? this is impossible.
Case 2 . If d/2 d < c < d, we show 1 a + 1 b - 3c - 21d < 0 .
•lbserve that h < Id: for if b £  id, then, setting a = 2d + r
and b = id + s, where r,s > 0, we have
ab = (2d + r)(id + s) = c2 + 7d2 + 1 < 8d2 + 1 , or
idr + 2ds + rs £  1 . Since r,s are integers in this case,
, o °this implies r = s = 0, and therefore 2d «ud = c1" + 7d^ + 1 , or
2 °d - c^ - 1, a contradiction to d > 2. We therefore set
a = 2d + r ,
b = id - s , and
c = d - t ,
where r > 0, s > 0 and 0 £  t < V 2 d . Then
(2d + r) (id - s) = ( d - t ) 2 + 7d2 + 1, or
idr + 2dt - t ^ - l = 2 d s + r s  . Thus
(6) s = ^dr + 2dt - t 2 - 1
2d + r
We wish to show ia + ib - 3c - 21d < 0, or i r - i s + 3 t < 0  .
By (6), this is
Z; r + at < l6dr + 8dt - ~ 11
2d + r
'» r , eqw i vale: d.Iy ,
(V ) -'l r' -i (3t - 3d ) r i 4 (.' - . ’dt i- 4 n .
o oNov; observe that, if r "> d , tr.cn 9d‘~ < ac' <_ ab v_ Sd^ + 1,
which is impossible. Thus r ^ d. Note also Lr.au, si;.eo
2u <_ d - 1, we have 4t^ < Tat - To, so Lr.at, --u‘“ - Tat -r- ' -r-2t .
o oTherefore, t r ‘ + (3t - 3d) r + 4 zL~ - °dt -r
< 4rd + ~/2 rd - 3rd + (4 th - 2at + 4 )
< - ^ 2  rd + 4 - 2t < 0
for r > 0, or for r = 0 and t > 1. Thus (7) is 
established except for the two cases r = 0 , t = l  and r = 0 , t = 0 .  
We now settle these. First, suppose r = 0, t = 1.
Then 2d(4d - s) = 8d2 - 2d + 2, which implies s = 1 - "/I ,
but s is integral and d > 2, so this is impossible. If
r = 0 and t = 0, then 2 d (4d-s) = 8d^ + l, or -2ds = 1, but 
s was assumed positive. Case 2 is therefore completed.
Case 3 : If d < c, we again show that 4a + 4b - 3c - 21d < 0.
Note that, by (5)* we have
2
(8) 4c^ <C c2 + 7d" + 1 or c £  4 d ^  ̂  < 2d .
We set
c = d + t , 
a = 2d + 2t + r , and 
b = 4d - s ,
where r > 0 and, by (8), 0 < t < d . We assert that
s > 0: for
(2d i ; “t.) /i cl - s ) <; ab - d' -i 2dt. + t.̂  -I 7d^ f 1
which says -6dt -f- t,' 4 1 0 for 0 < t < d .
- — ?cnm—
Case 3 now proceeds much as Case 2, and the details will 
be omitted.//
We now consider two transformatior.s, T- ana TV., wr.osc
_L C-
matrices are





The effects of and on a form f = fQ(a,b,c,d) i
as follows:
(7a + 4 b  - 28d)I -cl + (3a + 2b - 13d)Q]
-cl-(3a + 2b - 13d)Q (9a + 7b - b 2d)ij
T'fT L1 X1
and
T ' f T =2 2
~\(9a + 8b - 6c - h 2d) I (-3a - 3b + 3c + l^ld)I + j
(-3a - 3b + 2c + l S d )Q
(-3a - 3b + 3c + 19d )I +
’3a + 3b - 2c - l9d)Q (8a + 9b - 6c - 42d)I
We note especially that, upon application of T-̂ , the
diagonal coefficients a and b undergo a change of
f’(3a + 2b - ldd) and 3 (3a + 2b - lb d ), resp., while application
of T 0 changes both diagonal coefficients by
2(4a + 9b - 3c - 21d). Thus if the unimodular form
f - f^(a,b,c,d) satisfies (5) and if d > 2 ,  then, by Lemma 3*
application of or yields a (unimodular) form f'
10
w1l.fi strictly smaller diagonal roelY.ir.ients . If f' does 
not satisfy (T), note that it can be made to do so while
leaving the smaller of the diagonal coefficients unchanged
This process must terminate in finitely many steps, leavin 
a form with d = 0 or 1 . We now easily establisn
THEOREM 1. Every unimodular form f = f^(a,b,c,a), wnere" W,
Q is the Paley matrix of order 8, is equivalent to one of 
fl6 (= V 1 '1 *0 ’0 ))' fQ (2,4,0,1) or fQ (3,3,l,l).
PROOF: In view of the above remarks, it suffices to show
that the three forms listed are the only ones satisfying
(5) with d = 0 or 1 . We seek solutions of
ab = c2 + 7d2 + 1 . Let d = 0. Then ab = cc +1, with
0 < c  < 1/2 a < 1/ 2 b  . Thus 4 c 2 < ab = c2+ 1 and c = 0.
This forces a = b = 1 and yields f ^ g . Now let d = 1.
Then ab = c2 + 8, again with 4 c 2 < a b . Thus cL <_ 3 >
so that c = 0 or 1. If c = 0, then a = 2 and b = 4 is
the only solution consistent with (5), yielding f (2,4,0,1y
If c = 1, the only possibility is a = b = 3, giving
fQ (3,3,l,l) •//
That these three forms represent distinct classes 
follows when one shows that fn (3,3,l,l) t>as minimum 2, 
which is easily done using the technique described in [5]• 
fince f (2,4,0,1 ) represents only even numbers, it isy
obviously not equivalent to either of the others.
.11
To complete our study for n = 16, we consider now 






of order 3 and norm 3* By Lemma 1, a form fp(a,b,e,d) is 
unimodular if and only if a > 0 and
(11) ab = c2 + 3d2 + 1 .
THEOREM 2 . Every unimodular form f = f^(a,b,c,d), where 
R is the compound Paley matrix (10), is equivalent to one
of fl6 or
PROOF: We show first that (11) has no (integral) solution
consistent with (B) for d > 2. Since 0 _< 2c, 2d < a < b, we
have b c r~ < ab = cc + 3d2 + 1 or c2 <_ d2 + ̂ '3 • Thus
2 2 2 c _< d . On the other hand, bd _< ab = c + 3d + 1 ,  giving
2 2d <_ c + 1 , or, since d > 2, d _< c . Thus d = c if
d > 2 . But a and b are both at least 2d, so that
ab = bd + 1  is impossible in integers. Thus d = 0 or 1.
2 2Now if d = 0, we have be < nb = c + 1  , or c = 0 ,
a = b = 1. This gives f2.6 ' ^  ^ ~ we see
bc^ < ab = cc +b  . Thus c2 < ^/3 > yielding only a = b = 2.
c = 0 , or the form fR (2,2,0 ,1 ) (which, incidentally, is
equivalent to 13 + ]*>).//
Notice that the form f (2,2,0,1) represents only 
even numbers. It is not clear a priori that it is not 
equivalent to fr>(2,l ,0,1), encountered in ineorem I. in a 
it is not follows upon counting representations of I by 
both forms. Once again using techniques developed in [ij, 
one shows without great difficulty that f (2,1,0,1) 
represents 2 exactly 111 times, whereas f^(2,2,0,1) has 
at least 203 representations that can be found immediately 
This remark, along with Theorems 1 and 2, combine to 
yield
THEOREM 3 • Ror n = l 6 ,  using the Paley matrices (1), four
classes of unimodular forms (2) appear: the class of f-^
and the three classes of minimum 2 .
CHAPTER II
FORMS IN 2b VARIABLES
T . After n - 16, the next interesting case for our 
constructive techniques is n = 2b (although tnero arc limited 
possibilities also for n = 20). We have at our disposal the 
Paley matrix of order 12 and norm 11:
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-1 0 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 0 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
-1 1 -1 0 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1 0 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 1 -1 1 1 1 -1
-1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 1 _] 1 1 1
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 1 -1 1 1
-1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 1 -1 1
-1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 1 -1
-1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 1
-1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 0
The total number of classes of unimodular forms in 2b 
variables is very large. However, it has been shown by 
Niemeier ([9]) that there are 2b even classes (an even form 
is one that represents only even numbers), of which 23 have 
minimum 2 and one has minimum 9 (the famous Leech form).
Of the odd classes, it is known that only one has minimum 3 
and the others have minimum 1 or 2.
13
It
As before, we ask which classes are represented by 
the forms fy(a,b,c,d) (see Chapter I for definitions). 
Unfortunately, the methods employed for the case of 16 
variables become far too cumbersome in 2h variables. We 
present in this chapter progress on an alternate npproacr 
to this problem. We are able to answer most efficiently 
questions concerning what we call Hermite equivalence of 
forms.
DEFINITION. Let V be a skew orthogonal matrix of order m 
and norm k (here again all matrices are integral). We call 
two forms f = fy(a,b,c,d) and f 7= f ^ ( a 7,b 7,c 7,d 7)
Hermite-equivalent (or H-equivalent) if there are integers
,$i,3^,3^,3^ and a transformation T of 
determinant 1 with matrix
(2) T
a 1I + 3 -jV a 2I + g 2V
a 3 l + 3 cl), I +
such that T 7fT = f 7
Obviously, if two forms are H-equivalent, then they 
are equivalent. The converse fails in general, but the 
author believes that, for certain special matrices V (like 
the Paley matrices), the converse holds. This seems, however, 
to be a difficult question and no proof has been found.
in
The reason for the terminology in the definition is 
the connection between our forms fy(a,b,c,d) and the 
so-called binary Hermitian forms (see [10]). We discuss 
this connection briefly.
net k be a positive integer and define / C S'
the complex number ,j = /-k . A binary quadratic foirn in 
tne ring Z[ j ] is called Hermitian if its matrix is
Hermitian. Such a form looks like cp - axx + yxy + y xy+byy ,
where Y e Z[ j ] and a,b e Z . Setting Y = c + dj, the
matrix of cp is
a c +dj~'
(3) cpk (ajbj c , d
c-dj
It is not hard to see that a form (3) is positive 
definite with determinant 1 (i.e. unimodular) if and only
p  pif a > 0  and a b - c  - kd = 1. Further, a transformation
(2) corresponds in the obvious way to a transformation
(Z0
ol  ̂ + P a 2+e 2 j
a^+p^j a^+p^j
and it is clear that t'c?k (a, b, c , d )t = cpk (a ', b ', c 7, d ;) if and 
only if T'fv (a,b,c,d)T = fy (a ;,b ',c ',d '), where V is 
skew orthogonal of norm k and T is the transformation (2) 
corresponding to (4). We need to know when T of (2) and
16
t of (h) have determinant 1. Note that the determinant 
of T can be calculated as follows. If wo define 
A = a - ^  - + k P^P^ - kp.jp^ and F = a^ph + aj,3 1 - a.pP^ - a pP p>
then |T| = |AI+TV|. Since (Al + T V ) (AT -t FY) ' =
(Al + TV) (Al - TV) - ( A ^  + k l 2 )! (where I is of oraer ,
O  •" •n r- •v
the order of V), we nave | A I + F V | ‘~ = (Ac -r k F p  , ar.a
o p ^ / ofh.is |T1 = (A' + k F  ) . Since m is even, |t | - 1
says (for k > 1)
| A ) = | a-^a^ - a-pO..-, + k P p - k p ^  3i(| = 1 and
(V)
F = a-jp^ + a^P-L - a^P ̂  - apP p = 0
On the other hand, the determinant of t is A + Tj. Thus
a transformation (2) of determinant 1 corresponds to a
transformation (h) of determinant ± 1 .  We call two forms 
cp and cp' semi-equivalent if there is a transformation t 
over Z[ j ] of determinant ± 1 such that t ' cp t = cp'. Thus 
two forms f and f' are H-equivalent if and only if the 
corresponding forms cp and cp* are semi-equivalent over 
Z[ J 1 •
Now the analogy between the n-ary forms fy(a,b,c,d) 
and the binary Hermitian forms cp^(a,b,c,d) is complete, 
and any results we can obtain for the latter (with 
semi-equivalence over Z[j]) will be valid for the former 
(with H-equivalence). For the slightly briefer notation, 
we study the binary Hermitian forms in this chapter.
1',
Our first result is of a general nature, and, while 
its counterpart, for binary quadratic forms over the 
rational integers is quite well-known (see [11]), we believe 
this generalization to be new. It gives a criterion for 
equivalence over Z[j] = -k, k a positive integer)
for two forms cp^(a,b,c,d) and cp< (A, 3, C, D) .
THEOREM 1 . Let j = /-k , where k is a positive integer. 
Two binary Hermitian forms cp = cp^ (a, b, c , a ) and
§ = cp̂ . (A, B, C, D ) (with A + 0) are equivalent over Z[ j ] (by
a transformation of determinant 1) if and only if they have 
the same determinant and there exist four rational integers 
satisfying:
(5) A = a(a^ + kS^) + b (a^ + kg ̂ ) + 2c (a^a^ + k|3̂ (3̂ )
+ 2kd(a^0-|_ - a-j^)
and the congruences
(6) aa-̂  + (c + C)a3 - k(d + 0)3^ = 0 (mod A)
(7) ba^ + ( c - C ^ a j + k  (d+D)3-^ = 0 (mod A)
(8) aE^ + (c - C)0^ + (d - D)a3 = 0 (mod A)
(9) bg3 + (c + C)B1 - (d - D)ax s 0 (mod A)
PROOF: First suppose that cp and $ are equivalent. Then
their determinants are the same and there is a transformation 
t of determinant 1 such that
(10) T ' cp t = $
Let the matrix of T be
1
<*]_ + 82j’ a 2 T “ 2J
(10') T -
cu + g- J %
where, from (A'), r = aq e p  + g ^ - a -.3 „ -
j ^
a.-,ĝ  = G ana |A
2 = 1. We must show 
a1,e1,a^,3? satisfy (5)-(9). After multiplying the matrico 
of (10), we see (5) and
(11) C = a(a1a 2 + kg^S^) + + kg^g^) +
e(a1a1| + d?d^ t k g ^ ^  + kg^g^d- k t U a j ^ - o ^ j j - a ^ ^ + a ^ g  ? )
and
(12) D = a (c^g g - cl2&1 ) + b (a30Z| - ^ ^ 3) +
c (a.38 2~CL̂ ^ ~ CLh^l+0il^h )+ d (aiaZ4~a pa3~k 8283+k ̂ l ^A) *
To prove (6), we use (A '), (11) and (12) to get
(13) aa^ +(c + C)a^ - k(d + D)g^ = Aa^
Similarly, (7), (8) and (9) come from
(lA ) ba^ + ( c - C ) a 1 + k ( d + D ) g 1 = -Aa2 *
(15) agj + (c - C)g^ + (d - D)a^ = “Ag^ and
(16) b g 3 + (c + C)g1 - ( d - D ) a x = Ag 2 .
To prove the converse, let the quotients in the 
congruences (6) - (9) be called, respectively, -a-2, -g^
and g^ . This gives back equations (13) - (16) . Now
12
consider the transformation t whose matrix is as in (10').
We show t has determinant 1. Multiplying; (13) - (if)
h.v a.̂ , k 02 anc* resp., we get, upon addition
of the resulting equations, A - A A . fine-3 A y C,
A = 1. Furtner, multiplying (13) -(If) by 3-, 3 j -c.- ,
-L-  ̂ —
-a^, resp., we get, upon addition, C = A T  . Thus 7 - 0 .
Now let cp' = t ' cp t . W e  show cp' = $ . To see this, multiply
(13) - (16) by a ?, , 3 2* Pzj* resp. Upon addition the
result is (11). Similarly, multiplying by (3̂ , 0^, a 0, Oj , 
resp., addition gives (12). Here we use (h ') in both cases. 
Now cp7 = cpk (A,b', 0,D), where b' has yet to be determined. 
But since the determinants are the same, b' = B. Thus 
cp' - $ . //
This theorem has the effect of reducing six equations 
in eight unknowns to one equation and four congruences in 
two unknowns. The author is currently employing this result 
in an attempt to classify the (unimodular) automorphs of a 
form cpk (a, b,c, d ) .
We now present a procedure by which any unimodular 
form cpk (a,b,c,d) may be reduced (by equivalence) to a 
form in which a is minimal. The method is derived from 
the techniques developed in [5].
We begin with a unimodular form cpk (a, b, c , d ) . As in 




to the form $ = XX + yy • The result is
a o'1 a c+djn -j nc+dj
— /T T = = a
c-dj l 0 1 c-dj b
a cp
We would like to know if cp represents a number r smaller 
than a (indeed, we are looking for the smallest such), and 
if so, whether the representation can be used to produce a 
unimodular transformation of $ which gives a form having 
r as a diagonal coefficient. So suppose § is a 
representation of r by cp , i.e. 1' cp § = r . Then 
f'(acp)§ = ar, or 5't't? = ar . Thus p = t § is a
representation of ar by $
-1
Conversely, given such an 





this says (setting r| = (s,t),s,t e Z[ j ] )




T  t t  =  n r
1 h t(c + dj ) (mod a)
■1 / sNow let § = t - ( ) ~ (z ) . ir. order that the requiredvw' vw' 1
unimodular transformation exist, it is necessary and
sufficient that there exist elements ° o





will transform cp to a form having r as a diagonal 
coefficient. We may summarize the above this way:
THEOREM 2 : Let cp = cp̂  (a , b , c , d ) be unimodular. Then cp
is H-equivalent to a form cp7 = cp^( r,b ', c ', d ') if and on ly
if there exist elements s, t e Z[j] satisfying (18) and 
z^wo e7[j] satisfying ^/a [ s - t (c + dj ) ] zq + twn = 1 .O) o ’0
This process will clearly produce a form equivalent 
over Z[ j ] to cp in which the smaller of the diagonal 
coefficients can not be reduced.
We return now to the case j = /-ll, which corresponds 
to the unimodular forms f^(a,b,c,d), where U is (for 
example) the Paley matrix (1). After applying the above 
procedure to all forms cp-̂ j (a, b, c , d ) satisfying
n < c,d < n/2 < ^/2 with d v 7, the author has found 
that five classes(under semi-equivalence) appear, 
represented by cp-j_ = cp11 (1,1, 0, 0 ), cpi;i_( 2,f ,0,1),
Cp.^ —  C p ^  ~  CPi q  (^r } "' > 2  , 1  j u i . U  CPU- -• O q q  \ t , '
Wnile it has not been shown, it seems doubtfui tnat ar.;/ 
further classes will appear for d >7 •
We note that cp̂  is the unique class of minimum 3 
and cp̂, is the unique class of minimum t (both shown by 
Tall) .
Finally, it should be noted that there exist other 
skew orthogonal matrices of order 12 and norm 11. By 
Theorem 1, the class structure (under H-equivalence) for 
the forms f^.(a,b,c,d) is identical to that in the above 
example. Whether the corresponding forms are equivalent 
(H-equivalence does not apply) seems to be a difficult 
question in general, but one that should be studied.
PART II
ORDERS OF TERNARY CURIO rOr.XO 
CHAPTER III 
LEFT DIVISORS OF ORDERS
T. Introduction. We discuss here the structure of orders 
of ternary cubic forms which are a product of three integral 
linear factors. Although this is a situation much simpler 
than the most general, it is hoped that the results obtained 
in this concrete example will be of help in later studies.
Though the work is primarily self-contained, the 
author is indebted to both G. Pall and H. Butts (both 
Louisiana State University), for discussions concerning some 
of their as yet unpublished work in this area.
TI. We study the associative-commutative Z-algebra 
A = Z[ 31 , J2, j'3 ], where jU - j\, = 0 for i / k, and
j'l + j2 + j- = 1. As a Z-module, A is 3-dimensional and 
we will take the set ) as a (ordered) Z-basis,
representing the elements of A as a ^ j + a^j2 -f a ^ or > 
alternatively, as a column in a 3 x m  matrix. Thus a Z-module 






a 3 b3 03
For a = a^j^ + a ^ j ^ + a~j^, we define fne conjugates of
a by:
ct — ci^Jp^apj-^ta^j-^* — a ̂ j 3 i~ ̂  2 ̂ p a j p ■
Then N(a), the norm of a , is:
N(a) = a*a'-a" =
Likewise, if (a,f3,y) is any ordered triple of elements of 
A , we define the norm form of this triple by:
f = (xa+.y3 +zy ) (xa ' +y0 '+zy ') (xa " +  yf3 " + zy " ) .
Thus we have associated with a module M = [a,P,y] a collection 
of forms, the norm forms of the various Z-bases of M .
The determinant, |m|, of a module M = [a,(3,y] will be 
the absolute value of the determinant of the matrix of M , 
while classically the discriminant of the norm form of the 
triple (a,3,y) is |m|2 .
By an order we will mean a subring of A with identity 
which is 3-dimensional as a Z-module (thus the norm forms 
will be of non-zero discriminant). We will habitually 
confuse an order with its matrix.
We begin the study of these orders with:
LEMMA 1 : Every order can be given a Z-basis of the form
O
b,î  + cjgjl ] , where a,c > 0, 0 <. b < a and a|bc'-bc . 







a3 b 3 c ̂
To maintain a basis, we must restrict ourselves to unit- 
modular column operations: column permutations, column 
translatioris and column negations. Using these, and by 
repeated application of the Euclidean algorithm, we can 
produce a 1 in the (3>3) position (since g . c . d . ( , b^, c ^ ) = 1)>
and then by subtracting a multiple of column 3 from each of 
the others, reduce to:
a2 b2 C2 
0 0 1
Now since 1 e o, we may replace c^ and c^ by 1 . Again 
by the Euclidean algorithm, we replace bg by g .c .d .(bg,a^) 
and subtract a multiple of column 2 from column 1 to get:
a " //b i 1
0 -L ft2 1
0 0 1
f'n
//R,v negat ing if necessary and reducing b^ modulo n-j)
we get the required form. Now since (bj-^ + cjp)r c 2, we 
have:
//
2 .b + c j0 = r(bj1 + cjp ) + saj1 (r,s c 2)2 - '1
p  t ~which forces r = c and sa = b - h e . Thus a jo1’- -be 
The converse is trivial. //
(1)
(2)
Thus every order takes the form 
a b 1
9 = 0 c 1
0 0 1
with the additional property
a Ib^ - be
a, c > 0, 0 < b < a
We now present the main theorems of this section 
(Theorems 1 and 2). Using them, many questions concerning 
orders and their class groups (ideals of orders will be 
discussed later) may be reduced to those concerning orders 
of prime-power determinants only. The theorems establish a
bi-unique association between the set of orders 6 of
6i 
k
& 1 6 ̂
determinant n = p^ , ...,p^ and the set of collections of 
orders Ch,i = 1,2, ...,k with respective determinants Pj_X -
The association is by means of left matrix divisors, where 
an integral matrix L is said to be a left divisor of an 
integral matrix M if there is an integral matrix R such that 
M = LR .
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PHEORKM 1 • (Factorization): for each order
a b 1
0 c 1 
: 0 0 1
61 6kwith |0 | = n = Pj >
and p.. distinct primes,
i_- withtnere is a unique collection, of orders 
6
iql = p f (i = 1, . . ., k) such that each •'
of •' . In this case, the if are called
PROOF: Let
— a . *<
a b 1 iPi Pi b i 1
0 c 1 = 0 Yi P. c. 1
i
0 0 1 l l0 0 1
with (a^, Pi ) = (ci'Pi ) = 1, a1 + Yi = 61(
for b > 0J bi = 0 for b = 0 . We f i rst
existence of ni for each i .
Case 1; b oA and 8 i < a . .l Then
 = 1, . . ., k
' a i
Pi p ^ k 1 ai -k' 0
0 = 0 p!1 1 0 Ci 0
^0 0 1 0 0 1
a , -3
where k is the unique solution (mod p .1 1 ) to
a ,
p. kc, = p. b. + k 'p ' i 1 i i
Case 2:
a,
and (3 ̂ > 0- i i o r b  = 0 . Then
r- p r ai, 
Pi h0 1 a 0
p N 0 n 0 1
i_ i— o 0 i
Uniqueness: For all uniqueness arguments we note onat:
a) the right divisor in each case must he upper triangular; 
and
b) the determinant conditions force the values of the 
diagonal entries of each matrix. This leaves only the (1,2) 
entry of the left divisor in question.
a i_0i P iCase 1: Since k was unique (mod p. ), then kp.
a .
is
unique (mod p^1 ). 
Case 2: If
r a iPi a. P% . l 1~ r a i p i d 1 ’ ai e f ~
0 Y iPi c. 1 = 0 pi1 1 0 ci g
_ 0 0 1_ _ 0 0 1 _ 0 0 1 _
Bi, CL.then p^ tu = p^ e + dc^
a
and p ^ j d .  But d is assumed to be reduced (mod p^1 ). 
Thus d = 0.//
THEOREM 2 (Composition): Given any collection of orders
6 .
with |(1-| = p.* (i = l,...,k), there is a unique order
6 1 6
° with |0 | = p^ ••-P^ f°r which each 0^ is a left
divisor. In this case we call 0 the composition of the 0^ 
and write (9 = 0, o h o .  . .o h •













a . +l Yi = 6 .l
0 1
S1 = 0 nl 1
0 0 1
m 2 b










*v '' J  >  o
m 2 r,a J+1
a k
~ Pj+1 *‘1 *pk
n 2 - pYj+1P j+1 ••
Yk
•pk
b = c pPj +1 P j+1 •
3'
.. Pk
where c is determined by the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
and the congruences:
(3) d. fr7 p /  = c 1 l=j+l 1
k /  3 a,-3,
n  Pi (mod p .1 x )
for j+1 < i < k
i~ Inwhere (') indicates that the i term is to be omitted from
'SC
the product. Then c is uniquely determined
k a i"3i & a i"°i(mod n p. ), and we may assume 0 < c <  u P-s
i=J+l 1 ~  i=j+l
k a.
Thus 0 < h < n p.
~  i=ti+l ±
3-, is clearly an order and we now verity on aw
i s . We must show
o k P .  2 k $ o +Yt a i xc^( II P„ ) = c II p (mod p. )v l=j+l * 1 i=j+l A 1
for ,j+l < i < k
Since s is an order for each i , we have
8 i Y i a i-8i
V ± = p ± (mod p i ) .
Thus
k /  Yi, k /  Y£ Y i , „ a i’B ix
(ij) C «=!?+lPi p i dl " C 4=^+1^ Pl ( Pl ’■
But from (3) we see
k /  Y2 ? k / Bi , a i_8i xc d. II p. s c  n Pa (mod p. )1 £=j+l * £=J+1 * 1
and substituting this in (4) yields
p 8 i k / B . y. k /  Y, , a i“8i x
C Pi i=?+lP4 " " P i i=?+l P* {m°d P i ’ •
Now multiplying the congruence and the modulus by p.
k /
multiplying the congruence only by IJ P. , we have£-j+l *
desired,
p k 3, ? k a i x
c ( 4?J+Ip4 } * c i=y+l P4 (m°d p i >•
and
as
Thus both S-̂  and are orders.
Now let k be defined by
('.) m^k h n (mod nip)
Then, for 0 < h < m,m,. c
—  X  r.





h  2 k m - ^ b (mod







c n2 V.'1 •
0 0 1 1
j 1-- 0 0 1_i
m 0
c_ b 1~ ’ ml I + t m ^ 0
0 n ? 1 0 nl 0
0 0 1 0 0 1L (
where I is defined by km^b = n^b + im0 and t is defined
by h = km-^b + tm^m0 This 0 clearly has and Sp as 
left divisors and we now show that 0 is an order. It is
this 0 that is the composition of the , 0 - h^o o . .
is an order: Since Sp is an order, we have
' jb " = bn^ (mod nip) } thus
2kn^b = kn^bnp (mod nip) ,
which, using (s) , becomes
2 2k m^b " 2 kn-^bnp (mod m 2 ) .
Multiplying by m^, we have, as required, since 
h = km^b (mod m ^m0 ),
2 2 2k m^ b r’ 2 km-^bn-^np (mod m̂ irip) .
To complete the proof of existence, we need only show that
'2 is a left divisor of 8^ for 1 <. i <. j and of Sp for
j+1 < i < k .
If 1 < i < ,j ,
i U “ *
£ = 1' I 0
A  P£* 1
L 0 1






































,n - iP££=J+1 1
0
where h is defined as the quotient of the congruence
Pi k y, k P
Pi di .n . _P* H c .n . -Pi=J+l £=,1+1* 1
a .
(mod Pix )
which is (3) multiplied by p,
a.
Thus there is at least one order satisfying the 
conditions of the theorem. We now prove that there is at 
most one. As in Theorem 1, we need only be concerned with 
the (1,2) entry.
First, we note that if each has its (1,2) entry
equal to 0 , then so does 6 , by Theorem 1. Also by 
Theorem 1, if 0 has its (1,2) entry 0 , then so do the
Now suppose some has a non-zero (1,2) entry
uppose further that
a 1) 1 f-
0 c 1 =
0 0 1-
p . ' a , p . b . 1








a b 7 1 " P i ^ 1. / p . D .* 1 1 l '
0 c 1 = 0 pIS “1J-
0 0 1 0 0 1_
i = 1, .
<? I = I 0 ' 1 6k •Pk ,with b b 7 / 0, are orders with 
&i = a i + Yi . We will show that if b / b 7, then (
O' differ in at least one factor. This, along with 
above comments, will establish the uniqueness of the 
composition. Suppose, then,that b ^ b 7 . Since b <
there is at least one prime, say p., with 3 . < a. .
U <J tj
proof of Theorem 1,
a
_ p j 1 p'a 1~
r _ 
' J 0 1
0 0 1_
is the j 
-1
. th factor of 0 , where


















nen b . e
'
b'1u
Vi j v 7  
0 1 , 3 ithen p. k ^ P- k' since (k,p.) = (k^p,) = 1. ThusJ J J o  '
again ^ Oj ,//
We have thus established a kind of unique factoring 
and composition among our orders, which should provide an 
opportunity for numerous applications.
Before proceeding, we present an example. We form 
the composition of the orders
5 0 1 2 1 '27 12 1
‘-jl - 0 l 1 ' °2 0 2 1 * e3 “ 0 3 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
using the constructive methods of Theorem 2, whose notation 
we also retain. Note here j = 1 .
Thus
r. 0 i~ 108 b 1
II1 —1
CO 0 1 1 and Sg, = 0 6 1
0 0 1 0 1
whore b = c.2.3 • By (3), (■ is determined by the
congruences:
1-3 h c •3 (mod 2) , h *2 = c •2 (mod 9).
Thus c = 1 (mod 2) and c = K (mod 9)* '",r c H i3 (mod 1?),
= 13- Thus b = 78. To gei , we T o rm k • 9 • 7 c , v;r. e r e
k = (mod mg) or k = 5 ^*1 (mod 1C8) . 3y the
Chinese Remainder theorem, we find k = 69• Reducing 
65.5.78 = 25, 350 (mod 5A 0), we get C = 5A0 510 1
0 6 1
0 0 1
One shows easily using the constructive techniques of 
Theorem 1 that 0 has factors ^3 *
We conclude this chapter by noting an alternate
characterization of order: a 3-dimensional module M
2contained in A is an order if and only if M = M . This 
can be established by arguments similar to those already 
used, or is easily deduced from the following fact from 
commutative ring theory: Let R be a commutative ring and
T a commutative R algebra, both with identity. If M c  T
is a finitely generated R-module with T-annihilator 0 and
O -= M, then M contains the identity of T . This can 
be proven easily by means of Cramer's rule.
CHAPTER IV 
IDEALS OF OFFERS 
I. We discuss in particular m e  class of invertible 
fractional ideals of a specified order 0 c: A . We work as
usual in the total quotient ring of A , which in this case
is simply T(A) = Q[ j2 >J3^ • If e ls an order> we
note that T(0) = T(A).
DEFINITION: We call a subset M c T(h) a fractional ideal
of 0 if CM c M . Further a fractional ideal M is called 
invertible in 0 (or for 0 ) if there is another fractional
ideal N such that MN = 9 .
We note the following:
LEMMA 1 : A fractional ideal is invertible in at most one
order.
PROOF. Let M be invertible in both 9 and O' .
Then there are ideals N and N ; such that MN = 6 and 
M N / = O'. Therefore 9 = 99' = 0MNt/ c M N ' = 9' and





0 c 1 
0 0 1
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be an order. The following eharacterization of invertible 
ideals for- is due to Pall and Butts:
THEOREM 1: Tf r> is the order in (1), *
inve rtible ideal T> ) in • ’■ e a n ■ '' e iv- r
Z-basis
(!') a d el
,r - 0 c f where 0 n d < a
0 0 1 0 < e < a
and 0 <" f < c
with the properties:
(?) (a,d,e) = 1
(3) (c,f) = 1
(^) d = d b (mod a) for some d e Z
(E) e s d f  (mod a'), a 7 = a/(a,b)
Conversely, any Z-module (l7) satisfying (2)-(5) is an 
invertible ideal for 0 .
Note in particular that every invertible ideal is 
^-dimensional as a Z-module. Henceforth the term 
"invertible ideal" will mean an Hermite matrix (l7) satisfying
(2)-(e).
The main theorems of this chapter are analogous to 
Theorems 1 and 2 of Chapter 3, in that we establish a bi­
unique correspondence between invertible ideals J and
sets of invertible ideals <J1 of prime-power detoi-ml nnnt s . 
First, however, we pause to discuss some properties of 
Hermite matrices developed by Pall in [1].
A square, integral n x r matrix M - hr... . ] will bo
called Hermite if
a ) m . . > 0 ' 11
b) m. = 0 for i > j, and
c) <_ for i < j
Note that our invertible ideals (l7) are Hermite. From 
Lemma 6 of [1], we deduce:
LEMMA 2 : (a) Let M be Hermite with |m | = m^m^, (m-^,m0 ) =1. 
Then M has a unique Hermite left divisor of determinant
m l •
(b) Let be hermite matrices with determinants
coprime in pairs. Then there is a unique Hermite matrix M 
k
with | M | = n |Mi | having M^,...,M^ as left divisors.
We now establish
THEOREM 2: Let 0 be the composition of the orders
6 .
>^,...,Fk , with | th | = p^1 , and suppose J is invertible
in 0 . Define to be the (unique) Hermite left
61 6kdivisors of ,1 of respective determinants p^ , ...,p^
Then for each i , JL is an invertible ideal for 0^ .
PROOF: The notation is from Chapter 3*
Let h -- P, o . . . o 0. , where1 k
(f ) a b l’
a • 3 .1Pi P.- k 1i




0 0 1 0 0 1
with a • + y •i T i = 6i J ki = 0 for i < i < j and
Further, suppose that J is an invertible ideal of By
Lemma P, for each i, J has a unique Hermite left divisor
6 i
of determinant p. . Call it J. . Thenl
( ^ )
,T =
a d e r a iPi d.l p .“l ai X i Yi
c f
1




where, as before, the diagonal entries are fixed by the 
determinant condition. Note also that d^ = 0 if and only 
if k^ = 0 if and only if 3j_ > . We must prove (2)-(5),





(p^ i , d . , e . ) v ̂  i ’ l * i '
Vi
Pi a idfPi k^ (mod p^ ) for some d^ e Z
a i“3 ie1 — d1fi (mod p ± )i 1 1
(7 ) and (8) are clear since the analogous properties hold in
.! . To prove (-0, nolo that, I'rom (̂1 ) , (0) ami (('*), wo
have
~  a . 8 .
p. x,  ̂ d.c. - i(-PiV  f p xk . c . ) + ta (t c Z).
3 .
dici s a p i kici ^-oa
inis is (9) since (c.,p. ) -
-L i
and (? ‘) to show
i i 1 i "~i a 
i
)
?o get (10', wo '.so (■">)
a .
Piiv,
~  Y  •
dizi + ei “ T p f o  + fp) + sa'
~ Y i a i"g iThus e1 - d f± h - (d± - d Pi ) z± (mod p j_ ) .
is an order, we have that
(s e Z) . 
But since
P i'
a i~3 ■?(mod P± )
This and (9) give (10).//
The converse of Theorem 2 is
THEOREM 3 : Let be invertible ideals for the
6 .
orders ' i* • • • > resP*^ where | 0^ | = |jh| = p^ for 
i = and let n = 0^o...o0^. Then there is a unique
ideal J with |j| = |d| which is invertible in 0 and has 










(ll') r a i
3
a b 1 pj Pi
"l - - 0 e 1 0 Yt>. ‘ i
0 0 1 0 0




o .i 0 U . R .1 1
L
,3 > U . iT.e proo: 
consists of constructing an Hermite matrix J of determinant 
ac with the .Ĵ  as left divisors. By Lemma 2 it will be 
unique We then show J is invertible in 9 .
We set J = a d e and describe d, e, and f
0 c f
0 0 1
Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), we define a to 
be the unique solution to the system
a .i>(12) d = d1ci (mod ) i = 1, . . . ,k ,
with 0 £  d < a . Also using CRT, define f by
Y A(13) f s f\ (mod Pi ) i = 1,...,k ,
with 0 <_ f < c . Using CRT again, define e by
CL,
(lb) e = + ei (mod p ± )
where fz^} are the quotients in (13)* and 0 < e < a .
Thus J is Hermite. Now let [x^j be the quotients
in (12) and [y^] be the quotients in (lb).
Then
Thus each <7h is a left divisor of J .
We now verify (2)-(5) for J . If p.|(a,d ,c), tnen
1 a iby (12) and (lL) P1 |di and Pj_|ei . Thus pi | (p± , d± , e;L),
a contradiction. This gives (2) and a similar argument
gives (3). Now since J. is invertible in <9., (g) gives 
$ . 1 0 .
Pi'ldi for j + 1 _< i _< k . Thus, from (12), Pj_^|d . Let
/ d / ^ i ^ch = /p^ and define d to be the solution of the system
~  a i“^id' = db. (mod p i ) with j + 1 < i < k . Then
^ Ot, •
(16) d = d b  (mod Pj_ ) for j +1 <_ i < k .
In addition, note from (11) and (12) that, for 1 < i < j,
a .
(17) d s 0 (mod p^1 )
Combining (16) and (17) gives (4). To prove (5), we first 
note that ”3 may be substituted for di , i=l,...,k, in 
(9) and (10). To see this, use (4), (6) and (12) to get
which, since (c1,p1 ) = 1, yields
~  0 . a .
(18) d± s d p ^  ki (mod p ^ ) .
^  a . —3 •
Thus, by (18), d s d^ (mod p^ 1 ), and
a . -S .
e^ = d fi (mod p^ ) . We now have
d f (mod p.
2- As an application of Theorems 2 and 3, we calculate 
the order of the class group of an order R . We first 
observe
LEMMA 3 : The only principal invertible ideal of 0 is
itself.
PROOF: If there is an element a = r + sj0 + tj, c J such'2 '3
Ja = J > i e •
a b 1 r a d e
0 c 1 s = 0 c f
0 0 1 t 0 0 1
then clearly t = 1  . Also a = I a r for some i e Z, so 
r = 1 . Likewise c - I ' sc, so that s = 1 • // .
Therefore, to count the class group, we simply count 
the number of matrices (l') satisfying (2) - (p). We may 
suppose by Theorems 2 and 3 that |0 | = p6 , p a prime. 
Therefore, let
•Vi
f a  0 k a ,P P 1 P d e
PY 1 and J - PY f
1_ 1
Case 1 : k - d = 0 . We need only cnoose e and f s <
that (2) and (3) hold. Thus there are cp(pa ) choices i'cr
and cp(pY ) choices for f , where cp is the Euler cp-function.
Cince the choices are independent ( (3) and (d) are 
satisfied automatically), the order of the group in this 
case is cp(pa ) • cp (pY ) .
Case 2 : k,d ^ 0 (here @ <a). Here again we have cp(pY )
choices for f . Now vre must choose a d in one of
ol—8  ~p ~ -1 ways (d = 0 is excluded) and e is determined 
(mod p ). fiowever, e must only he reduced (mod p ), so
there are p^ choices for e : e + mpa~^ , 0 < m < p ^ .
Thus there are (pa-  ̂- 1) • p^ • cp (pY ) = (pa - p^ )cp(pY ) .
Now by the theorems, to calculate the order of the
61 6kclass group of 6 with \9\ = p ...p , one simply 
multiplies the orders of the class groups of the factors of
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